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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2741: Corrupt Corpse! 

The current Taoist Wu Fang was showing off a lot. 

If it was an ordinary Saint Exalt true spirit, it would naturally have smacked him to death with a slap. 

But these Saint Exalt true spirits did not have intelligence, so it was different. 

Previously, Taoist Wu Fang was chased by this Saint Exalt true spirit until there was no road to heaven 

and no gate into the earth. 

Who knew that he actually broke through to half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven at the final juncture, his 

origin divinity improving greatly, and his spirit controlling art also broke through the shackles. 

He tussled with this Saint Exalt true spirit for half a month and finally subdued him. 

The faces of all the Saint Exalts became black as the bottom of a pot. 

Each and every one of them suffered heavy losses, but this guy got off cheap! 

“Congratulations, Brother Wu Fang! Brother Wu Fang has excellent means, to actually subdue a Saint 

Exalt true spirit!” 

Right at this time, a figure rode on a large yellow bull and floated down. 

The moment Ye Yuan appeared, a series of murderous gazes looked over simultaneously with a whoosh. 

Especially the 13 Saint Exalt powerhouses, they wished to swallow Ye Yuan whole at this time. 

Ye Yuan did not take notice of these people’s gazes, going straight to Wu Fang’s side. 

Each of these guys was incomparably insidious. If he did not scheme against them, he would have to be 

schemed against by them. 

“Heh heh, double congratulations! Didn’t you break through too? Mn? Saint Exalt Big Yellow broke 

through too!” 

Wu Fang suddenly discovered that Big Yellow’s aura was significantly stronger than before and could not 

help being surprised. 

This was also too fast! 

Saint Sovereign Heaven, breaking through so much at once, it was not what everyone could accomplish. 

Saying this, the other Saint Exalts also could not help but wake up, each and every one of their faces 

becoming even blacker. 

Without a doubt, Big Yellow only broke through after swallowing those heavenly medicines! 

Damn it! 

They suffered such heavy losses and actually did not get any benefits at all! 
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As for the matter of Ye Yuan breaking through to middle Jade Sovereign Heaven, it was directly ignored 

by them. 

In this place, middle Jade Sovereign Heaven was really unexceptional. 

Saint Exalt Waycloud was unreconciled to it in his heart and said in a cold voice, “Brat, you still dare to 

come, do you really take it that we, these Saint Sovereign Heavens, are vegetarians?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Not that you guys are vegetarians, but that you should have eaten quite a bit of 

meat, right? Why? Still want to taste it? I can lure them over again.” 

Saint Exalt Waycloud’s face turned black, but he instantly shut up. 

Saint Exalt Skyfortune gave a cold snort and said, “Forget it, the truly good stuff should be in the 

Labyrinth Divine Palace. There is no need to haggle over things with him! After entering the Labyrinth 

Divine Palace, this exalt wants to see whether or not he can still be so arrogant!” 

Ye Yuan gave an ‘oh’ and said, “Then you guys can give it a try and see.” 

At this time, a weak voice behind Ye Yuan said: “That ... Brother Ye, I’ve gathered the Four Qi Pill’s 

heavenly medicines, can you ...” 

Ye Yuan turned around to look and it was Shi Yue. 

He already knew that Big Yellow was a Saint Exalt powerhouse, so he naturally did not dare to be 

unbridled in front of Ye Yuan. 

This time, Shi Yue’s luck was better and he was not hunted down by the Saint Exalt true spirits. 

Furthermore, in the panic, he also found another small-sized medicinal land, and actually collected the 

Four Qi Pill’s heavenly medicines. 

At this time, he tested it out, to see if what Ye Yuan said counted. 

When Ye Yuan saw him, he revealed a hint of surprise too. 

This guy really gathered them. 

But he did not decline and said with a nod, “Of course, there’s no problem!” 

Very soon, the expressions of the Saint Exalts changed. 

“Ninth grade perfection!” 

“Grade four heavenly imperial pill! This strength, most likely, there’s only the Pill Alliance’s top elders 

that can achieve it, right?” 

“I think I somewhat understand why Saint Exalt Big Yellow wants to follow him!” 

... ... 

Seeing the freshly produced ninth grade perfection Four Qi Pill, all of the Saint Exalts were extremely 

shocked. 



To be able to refine a heavenly imperial pill to this level, he was absolutely an expert among experts! 

One had to know, being able to refine the Four Qi Pill to ninth grade perfection, even Saint Sovereign 

Heaven powerhouses had to show sufficient respect to such a heavenly alchemist too! 

Some Saint Exalts were somewhat dumbfounded. They actually offended such an existence! 

Shi Yue held the Four Qi Pill, feeling agitated until he was trembling. 

He just wanted seventh grade. In the end, Ye Yuan actually gave him ninth grade perfection! 

This medicinal effect, the gap was not an ordinary kind of big! 

Watching Shi Yue broke through to half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven, the remaining Jade Sovereign 

Heaven powerhouses were envious to the extreme. 

Why did they brave death to trespass this Labyrinth Divine Palace? Wasn’t it in order to break through 

cultivation realm and increase their strength? 

During this period of time, more and more Jade Sovereign Heavens also gathered outside of the 

Labyrinth Divine Palace. 

The group of Saint Exalt powerhouses did not enter the Labyrinth Divine Palace rashly, because they 

needed cannon fodders too. 

The Labyrinth Divine Palace before their eyes was a huge group of palaces. Although they were 

extremely dilapidated, it gave people a very dangerous feeling. 

Saint Exalts cherished their lives and were naturally not willing to enter easily. 

“It’s around there. Let’s go in! The restrictions outside of this Labyrinth Divine Palace have long been 

broken, but everyone should be more careful,” Saint Exalt Skyfortune suddenly said. 

Everyone nodded one after another, all looking solemn. 

Clearly, they all sensed the danger. 

Ye Yuan was not melodramatic either, following the main force into the Labyrinth Divine Palace. 

Upon entering the Labyrinth Divine Palace, a threatening corrupt energy hit them head-on. 

The corrupt energy had turned corporeal as if blades cutting on the face. 

“What a strong corrupt energy!” Ye Yuan exclaimed. 

“When the Labyrinth Divine Palace was at its prime, their disciples surpassed a million! The weakest was 

also the realm of Saint Sovereign Heaven! Such a colossal sect being destroyed, there are countless 

resentful souls. What does this bit of corrupt energy count as? The Labyrinth Divine Palace that you guys 

entered is just the tip of the iceberg of the true Labyrinth Divine Palace! If you really reach the place 

where the real mountain pass gate is, the corrupt energy can directly wipe you all out!” Mi Tian said. 

Ye Yuan also felt shocked when he heard it. 

A million disciples! 



The weakest was Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

This kind of sect was simply unimaginable. 

One had to know, a Saint Sovereign Heaven could virtually do whatever they wanted to in the Rainclear 

Continent. 

“This isn’t the real mountain pass gates?” Ye Yuan suddenly remembered something and asked. 

“Of course not! With your bit of strength, how can you all find the true Labyrinth Divine Palace’s 

mountain pass gates? This group of palaces doesn’t even count as the Labyrinth Divine Palace’s outer-

sect! If you really go to the mountain pass gates, I can’t protect you either! Maybe even if a grain of dust 

falls down from the roof, you’ll die,” Mi Tian said. 

Ye Yuan was speechless when he heard it, this was also too exaggerated. 

“No idea where the Voidsnap Immortal Condensation is either,” Ye Yuan said with a frown. 

This palace was too big, he even felt a little lost when he entered. 

Yan Jadetrue only said Voidsnap Immortal Condensation but did not tell the location. 

But, come to think of it, it was in a very dangerous place too. 

Otherwise, with Yan Jadetrue’s strength back then, it was impossible to not have gotten it. 

“ARGH!!” 

“ARGH!!” 

... ... 

Everyone did not walk far when suddenly, several miserable screams came from behind. 

The group of powerhouses were greatly alarmed and discovered that several Jade Sovereign Heavens 

were already killed by someone with one sword. 

Everyone’s faces changed, and they discovered that since God knows when, there were actually several 

dozen more ‘people’ behind them! 

These ‘people’ wore uniforms and held standard long swords in their hands, their movements very swift. 

They looked human, but their eyes and mouth emitted black smoke, looking very sinister and scary. 

The Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouses reacted to it too, taking action one after another. 

Those able to come here alive were at least upper Jade Sovereign Heaven. Their strength was not weak. 

But, when they made a move to deal with these guys, there were only clanking sounds that were made. 

They could not leave the slightest scar at all! 

Someone said, “The corrupt energy here is too strong. These corpses have been flooded with corrupt 

energy and are impervious to swords and spears, and they became corrupt corpses!” 
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Chapter 2742: Feeling Joy After Surviving a Calamity! 

Bang! 

Saint Exalt Waycloud thrust a palm out. The body of the corrupt corpse was directly decimated by half. 

But the corrupt corpse did not care at all, and it still brandished its sword and charged over. 

Saint Exalt Waycloud’s brows furrowed slightly, clearly feeling that it was troublesome to deal with. 

The other Saint Exalts also took action one after another, planning on killing these corrupt corpses. 

But another group of corrupt corpses rushed out from the flank. 

The corrupt energy on these corrupt corpses’ bodies had virtually turned corporeal. Their strength 

actually did not pale in comparison to Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses. 

The faces of the group of Saint Exalts changed. When their moves landed on the other party’s body, the 

other party was actually completely unscathed and just took a few steps back before charging over 

again. 

Bang! 

Waycloud and the other party exchanged a punch and were directly pushed away, flying out backward. 

“Damn it, these corrupt corpses are impervious to swords and spears, untainted by myriad laws, they 

can’t be killed at all! Waycloud gritted his teeth and said. 

Boom! 

There was the sound of a dragon roar and a streak of sword light flashed past. The head of a corrupt 

corpse immediately exploded like a watermelon, and then it fell to the ground and stopped moving. 

Everyone’s faces changed, looking towards Ye Yuan in amazement. 

This sword was precisely released by Ye Yuan using the Dragon Spring Sword. 

“The weakness of these corrupt corpses is their heads. Just chop them off will do!” Ye Yuan said. 

Only when everyone heard that did they come back to their senses, all kinds of moves smashing toward 

the corrupt corpses’ heads desperately. 

But it was easier said than done. 

Although these corrupt corpses did not have much intelligence, they still had instincts. 

They protected their heads one after another, there was no way to break it at all. 

Furthermore, even if those ordinary Jade Sovereign Heavens hit on the heads, they were unable to 

break it too. 

Rather, it was the attacks of half-step Saint Sovereign Heavens that were fast and ruthless, that could 

break the heads of the corrupt corpses like Ye Yuan. 
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Everyone was extremely shocked, only then knowing that the power of Ye Yuan’s blow was already 

comparable to that of a half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

This guy was just middle Jade Sovereign Heaven! 

If Saint Sovereign Heavens did not emerge, his strength was actually already comparable to that of half-

step Saint Sovereign Heavens. 

The surrounding corrupt corpses got more and more. Furthermore, their strength got stronger and 

stronger. 

At this time, peak lower Saint Sovereign Heaven corrupt corpses already appeared. 

“Damn it, just how many corrupt corpses are there here? At this rate, we all have to die here!” Saint 

Exalt Skyfortune gritted his teeth and said. 

Ye Yuan also frowned slightly. He finally knew what they all encountered. 

This was just entering the Labyrinth Divine Palace, and there were already so many powerful corrupt 

corpses. 

Going deeper in, it was bound to be even more dangerous. 

“They seem to be forcing us into that passageway. We can’t go over! There must be even more powerful 

existences there!” Saint Exalt Purplesun said anxiously. 

“Otherwise, what should we do? Entering is death, retreating is also death!” Saint Exalt Yuan Yi roared 

angrily. 

“Senior, what should we do now?” Ye Yuan frowned and said. 

Clearly, he felt the pressure too. 

More than a dozen Saint Sovereign Heaven Realm corrupt corpses had already appeared around them. 

At this rate, the Saint Exalts would not be able to hold on any longer. 

“Well ... let Big Yellow blaze a trail and head northwest direction, I remember back then there’s a 

Treasure Depository Pavilion there! If I didn’t guess wrongly, the Voidsnap Immortal Condensation 

should be there. That little fellow’s strength wasn’t very strong, it’s impossible to go very deep. Reaching 

that place is already the limit,” Mi Tian said. 

“Big Yellow! There!” When Ye Yuan heard that, he gave a cold cry without hesitation. 

Big Yellow received the order and his body started twisting. 

Following that, a bull hoof suddenly kicked out. A Saint Sovereign Heaven corrupt corpse in front directly 

had its head blown apart. 

Furthermore, the remnant momentum was unabated, the row of corrupt corpses at the back were all 

kicked flying. 

Under Mi Tian’s guidance, Big Yellow’s Coquettish Profligate Hoof already attained a higher level. Its 

power could not be mentioned in the same breath. 



Plus, his cultivation realm soared greatly. By relying on the Coquettish Profligate Hoof, even if he 

encountered middle Saint Sovereign Heavens, he had the power to fight too! 

At this time, Big Yellow erupted with his full strength, and directly carved out a bloody path. 

“Let’s go!” 

The two people lunged and dashed out of the encirclement. 

All the Saint Exalts were startled by this kick. Seeing Ye Yuan two people escape, they followed after 

without thinking. 

“Follow!” Saint Exalt Waycloud shouted. 

One figure after another galloped out. But those powerhouses that were being entangled fell into an 

encirclement again very quickly. 

“ARGH!!” 

“ARGH!!” 

... ... 

One miserable scream after another came over, those people were engulfed by the corrupt corpses very 

soon. 

Among them even included a Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouse! 

He was entangled by two Saint Sovereign Heaven corrupt corpses and failed to get away immediately, 

but fell into a heavy encirclement. 

Hearing the miserable screams from behind, everyone did not dare to turn their heads back either and 

could only flee desperately. 

“Roar!” 

Right at this time, a boorish roar came from behind. 

With this roar, the corrupt corpses at the back had an outbreak collectively and chased after this side 

frenziedly. 

That corrupt energy, which swept up, made the faces of the Saint Exalts change wildly. 

“Not good! This is a grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven corrupt corpse. He already has 

intelligence! If he catches up, we’ll be dead for sure! These guys were driving us in his direction just 

now! Now, he has turned angry from embarrassment!” Saint Exalt Waycloud’s expression changed as he 

said. 

They felt that there was an astonishing aura from behind that already reached the level of grand 

completion Saint Sovereign Heaven. 

If he caught up, these people would all have to die. 



Originally, that corrupt corpse had cornered these people. Who knew that Big Yellow suddenly erupted, 

completely disrupting his deployment. 

Hence, he got angry. 

Grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven corrupt corpse, the speed was extremely fast. 

In this narrow passageway, he looked like he was going to catch up. 

“Kid, the lamp that’s diagonally right ahead is a restriction! Quickly go and turn it on!” Mi Tian said. 

Ye Yuan’s eyes lit up and he turned to the side, letting everyone escape first. 

At this time, that grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven corrupt corpse was already near at hand. 

When Ye Yuan saw it, he felt his scalp tingle too. 

All of a sudden, Ye Yuan turned the lamp. 

Buzz, buzz ... 

That corrupt corpse’s claw was practically in front of Ye Yuan’s face already. 

But right at this time, an extremely powerful restriction force appeared in the passageway. 

Before that corrupt corpse had time to react, it actually directly turned into a wisp of black smoke and 

died! 

As for the corrupt corpses following behind it, they also turned to ashes in an instant. 

When Ye Yuan saw the situation, he drew a breath of cold air too. 

What a powerful restriction! 

A grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven corrupt corpse, how fearsome was its strength? 

Most likely, even a human who was similarly grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven was not his 

match. 

It was actually vaporized in an instant! 

Only at this moment did Ye Yuan experience what was called powerful! 

It would likely be a cinch for this restriction to deal with True Sovereign Heaven powerhouses too! 

When those Saint Exalts saw this scene, each and every one of them slumped to the ground, having 

happiness from surviving a calamity. 

“B-Brother Ye, t-thank you for saving us!” Saint Exalt Purplesun’s complexion was deathly pale as he 

said. 

“Brother Ye, thank you so much!” 

“Many thanks, Brother Ye, for not taking prior transgressions to heart and saving our lives!” 



... ... 

The Saint Exalts powerhouses gave thanks one after another. 

Just now, it was really a hair’s breadth between life and death. 

They almost caught up. 

Saint Sovereign Heaven, the gap of a minor realm was too big! 

Even if they joined forces, it was impossible to be a grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven’s match 

too. 

If not for Ye Yuan, they would have all been dead for sure. 

Feeling the joy of surviving a calamity, how could they still have hostility toward Ye Yuan? There were 

only feelings of gratitude. 

However, they were very surprised too. How did Ye Yuan know that there was an invisible restriction 

switch here? 

Just now, if Ye Yuan wanted to plot against them, they would also be like that corrupt corpse just now, 

turning into ashes! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2743: The Pill Alliances True Strength! 

Ye Yuan wiped the cold sweat from his forehead and also let out a long sigh in relief. 

That corrupt corpse king’s claw had already almost reached his face just now. His life was really hanging 

by a thread. 

He saved everyone on a whim just now, his heart racing from it too. 

These were all Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses. It would be such a shame if they died. 

“You all are thinking too much, it’s not that I’m not taking prior transgressions to heart. I just feel that 

you guys are all Saint Sovereign Heavens. It would be such a shame if you died. Better to leave behind a 

useful body and do something meaningful.” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Everyone frowned, hearing Ye Yuan’s overtone. 

“Brother Ye seems to know a lot about this Labyrinth Divine Palace?” Saint Exalt Purplesun said. 

Along the way, Ye Yuan schemed against them time and again, like he had arrived at his own home. 

Especially just now, there were many lamps on this path. Yet, Ye Yuan knew the one that triggered the 

restriction. 

This was somewhat unusual. 

Ye Yuan did not hide it either and said coolly, “I can bring you all out, I can also share with you all part of 

the natural treasures here. In fact, I can even help you all step into middle Saint Sovereign Heaven, even 

upper Saint Sovereign Heaven! But …” 
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All the Saint Exalts listened up, their faces full of doubts. 

Why did this boy suddenly change his character? 

Furthermore, could upper Saint Sovereign Heaven be broken through because you said so? 

“Brother Ye, if you have anything to say, just say it,” Saint Exalt Purplesun said with a smile. 

Ye Yuan knew that they did not believe it and said coolly, “Do you know why Big Yellow is willing to 

follow me?” 

What else can there be? Because you can refine heavenly imperial pills! 

Grade four heavenly imperial pill, the medicinal effect was not weak anymore! 

However, while grade four heavenly imperial pills could greatly improve Big Yellow’s strength, it was 

insufficient to let these people break through to upper Saint Sovereign Heaven. 

Everyone smiled and did not speak. 

Big Yellow gave a cold snort and said disdainfully, “A bunch of frogs at the bottom of a well! Do you all 

know that I was still just grand completion Jade Sovereign Heaven several years ago? Now, a few years 

later, which one of you is my match?” 

The expressions of the Saint Exalt powerhouses changed, all revealing looks of astonishment! 

They thought that Big Yellow was originally Saint Sovereign Heaven and that Ye Yuan refining grade four 

heavenly imperial pills was just superfluous. 

They did not expect that Big Yellow this Saint Exalt was actually single-handedly created by Ye Yuan! 

This was terrifying! 

A Jade Sovereign Heaven that could create Saint Sovereign Heavens at will. This … was a little too 

monstrous, right? 

“Saint Exalt Big Yellow, is this true?” Saint Exalt Waycloud sucked in a breath of cold air and said. 

“Huhu,?if Master Ye can only refine ordinary heavenly imperial pills, do you think that this exalt would 

follow him so willingly?” Big Yellow said. 

The moment everyone heard it, they felt that it made sense. 

Saint Exalt true spirits were not only proud, but they were also unfriendly towards humans let alone talk 

about being their mounts. 

Furthermore, even if Ye Yuan could refine ordinary heavenly imperial pills, the two of their statuses 

should be reversed and not Ye Yuan taking the initiative. 

This indicated that Ye Yuan’s alchemy path strength was even more formidable than they imagined! 

“No need to keep guessing. You all are Saint Exalt powerhouses. You should have heard of true grade 

before, right?” Ye Yuan said coolly. 



The moment these words came out, the expressions of the Saint Sovereign Heavens present changed 

abruptly. 

True grade, this was an unfamiliar term in the past. 

But, ever since the astonishing great battle that Ye Yuan of Martial Secure Heavenly Sect had with the 

Pill Alliance’s holy son, Cang Yongning, the name of true grade also spread. 

However, this level of heavenly pill was not circulated on the market at all, but monopolized by the Pill 

Alliance! 

In reality, more than a hundred years had passed, not only did the Five Great Heavenly Regions’ various 

major heavenly sects’ alchemy path strength not improve, it regressed significantly instead. 

Because the Pill Alliance’s current monopoly was even more stringent. 

Monopolizing heavenly pills was tantamount to controlling the various major heavenly sects’ lifeblood, 

clutching their throats. 

“True grade heavenly pill! Ye Yuan … could it be that you’re … you’re …” Saint Exalt Waycloud suddenly 

remembered something and looked at Ye Yuan with a look of horror. 

The others were not dumb either, linking these two terms together, if they still did not know who Ye 

Yuan was, then they could really find a piece of tofu to commit suicide with. 

When Ye Yuan was ‘killed’ back then, he was still only Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum. 

Logically speaking, he was just an unknown junior. 

But that was not the case. 

Ye Yuan established the Pill Pavilion back then, defeated the holy son, achieved true grade, and stirred 

up monstrously huge waves in the Five Great Heavenly Regions. 

If it were not for this, the Pill Alliance also would not have exterminated the Five Light Heavenly Region 

with ruthless means. 

Others did not know, but how could these Saint Exalts not know? 

They just rarely showed their faces in front of people. It did not mean that they really shut themselves 

away from worldly affairs. 

“I heard that the Pill Alliance’s Alliance Chief personally took action and killed you! You … You actually 

didn’t die?” Saint Exalt Skyfortune had a look of shock too. 

“Heh,?how can this Ye die so easily before avenge the great enmity? Rather, it’s you all, these Saint 

Sovereign Heavens. You became the Pill Alliance’s lackeys so willingly?” Ye Yuan said with a smile that 

was not a smile. 

Actually, seeing these Saint Sovereign Heavens, Ye Yuan already roughly guessed the Pill Alliance’s 

strength today. 



These Saint Sovereign Heavens that came today were probably already more than half of the Five Great 

Heavenly Regions’ power. 

Ye Yuan also did not expect that the Five Great Heavenly Regions actually had so many hidden Saint 

Sovereign Heaven powerhouses. 

However, for the Pill Alliance to be able to suppress so many Saint Sovereign Heavens, their strength 

could be seen at a glance! 

Saying lacking was likely a little too much. 

Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses were aloof from worldly affairs, the Pill Alliance did not have a big 

influence on them. 

But they did not dare to intervene in sect affairs anymore as well. 

Back then, the Pill Alliance destroyed the five great heavenly sects with ruthless means and killed five 

great veteran Saint Sovereign Heavens, shocking all of the Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses. 

How could they still dare to say a word of dissent? 

“Huhu,?Brother Ye, you said it lightly. Do you know how strong the Pill Alliance’s true strength is? Do 

you know that destroying your five great heavenly sects back then was actually carried out at the same 

time? And that Alliance Chief who took action to kill your Martial Secure Heavenly Sect was merely the 

alliance chief of the Pill Alliance’s branch!” Saint Sovereign Skyfortune also said with a helpless look. 

Saint Exalt Waycloud’s eyes also flickered and he said, “The Pill Alliance’s general alliance’s Li 

Changsheng, is an upper Saint Sovereign Heaven super powerhouse! According to what I know, the Saint 

Exalt powerhouses that the Pill Alliance possesses are no less than 20! Do you know that we all, these 

old undyings added together, also don’t surpass 20? The strongest is also merely middle Saint Sovereign 

Heaven! What else can we do if we don’t be lackeys?” 

Ye Yuan also drew a cold breath as he listened. 

It was still his first time learning about the Pill Alliance’s true strength. 

He originally thought that he already survived well enough in Heavenly South and the Myriad Demons 

Mountain, and returning to destroy the Pill Alliance would not be a problem. 

He did not expect that the Pill Alliance’s general alliance was actually an upper Saint Sovereign Heaven 

super powerhouse! 

This way, it was really a little troublesome. 

However, even if it was an upper Saint Sovereign Heaven, it was impossible to make him give up on 

revenge too. 

No powerhouse, then he would create a powerhouse! 

After a moment of silence, Ye Yuan said in a solemn voice, “Right now, the Pill Alliance has monopolized 

all of the alchemy resources, their Saint Sovereign Heavens will get stronger and stronger. But you all 

can only rush ahead into danger and come to this kind of dangerous place.. When one aspect was 



weaker, the others would be stronger. In less than a thousand years, the Rainclear Continent won’t have 

any other heavenly sects! Could it be that you all are willing?” 
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The faces of all the saint sovereigns were very solemn. 

How could they not have thought of these things that Ye Yuan said? 

But, apart from waiting to perish, what else could they do? 

Putting up a desperate fight would not have a way out of it. 

The Pill Alliance was too strong! 

“What can we do even if we’re not willing to accept it?” Saint Exalt Waycloud let out a long sigh and 

said. 

“Not willing, you naturally have to revolt! All of you are Rainclear Continent’s top powerhouses. Only by 

gathering together can you overthrow the Pill Alliance’s rule!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

But Saint Exalt Purplesun shook his head and said, “It’s useless! Even if we gather together, we’re not 

the Pill Alliance’s match either!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “It’s merely 20 Saint Sovereign Heavens! There are already 12 of you all 

present! Five Great Heavenly Regions’ Saint Sovereign Heavens would not be less than 15 no matter 

what, right? Add in Myriad Demons Mountain’s nine great Saint Exalts, you have even more than the Pill 

Alliance! As for the high-level combat force, leave this to me to resolve!” 

“What?! When did the Myriad Demons Mountain have nine great Saint Exalts?” Saint Exalt Purplesun’s 

entire body trembled and he said in disbelief. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “The Pill Alliance has true grade heavenly pills and can create Saint Exalt 

powerhouses, can’t I do the same? If there are sufficient heavenly medicines, forget about nine great 

Saint Exalts, even if it’s 90 Saint Exalts, what does it count for?” 

Everyone looked at Ye Yuan and could not help being speechless. 

How great a price did they pay in order to break through to Saint Sovereign Heaven? 

But, when it reached Ye Yuan’s mouth, it was as simple as eating and drinking! 

Really making people unable to live! 

But, thinking about it, everyone felt at ease too. 

Why did the Pill Alliance have so many Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses? 

Wasn’t it because they grasped true grade heavenly pills? 

“This Ye doesn’t need everyone to do anything either. After this Ye kills my way back to the Five Great 

Heavenly Regions, I hope that everyone can lend a helping hand; that will do! The harvest this time isn’t 
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small. I’ll help you all refine some heavenly pills later to help your strength improve further. In the 

future, after destroying the Pill Alliance, this Ye will re-establish the Pill Pavilion and pass down the true 

grade Dao teaching, letting everyone no longer be controlled by people! I wonder what everyone 

thinks?” 

These people were all old foxes who would not commit themselves until success is certain. Although he 

saved them, this concerned their lives; they would not easily agree. 

In fact, it was also not impossible that they agree to it here, and then they went to deliver the 

information to the Pill Alliance after going out. 

Wanting to rope them in, the best way was the tying of interests! 

Passing down Dao teachings, refining heavenly pills, this absolutely had an allure for them. 

In order to suppress them, it was definitely impossible for the Pill Alliance to provide them grade five 

heavenly pills. This also cut off their hopes of advancement. 

Otherwise, why would they be willing to take the unusual risk and enter the Labyrinth Divine Palace? 

Others did not know, but how could they all, these old fellows, not have heard of the Labyrinth Divine 

Palace before? 

Back then, Zhuo Bufan that group of supreme powerhouses only had Zhuo Bufan alone coming out 

alive! 

Did they not have any idea how dangerous it was? 

It was just that they had no choice but to do so! 

Sure enough, the moment Ye Yuan said this, the eyes of the Saint Exalts lit up. 

“Brother Ye, is this true?” Saint Exalt Purplesun said. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “More real than real gold! In the future, when I re-establish the Pill Pavilion 

and break through to Saint Sovereign Heaven, helping you all reach grand completion Saint Sovereign 

Heaven isn’t something hard too! You all know that this isn’t a big deal to me.” 

Being limited by resources, it was probably a little tough for Ye Yuan to want to reach the realm of true 

grade in the Rainclear Continent. 

In reality, Ye Yuan guessed that it was impossible for the Pill Alliance’s alliance chief to refine a grade 

five heavenly pill of true grade too. 

After all, grade five heavenly medicines were too rare in the Rainclear Continent! 

But Ye Yuan’s foundation was extremely solid. For ordinary grade five heavenly pills, it was a cinch for 

him to refine until ninth grade. 

Saint Exalt Purplesun looked at the group of Saint Exalts and said, “Brothers, how do you all see it? 

There’s a young man in front of us that can reach Li Changsheng, that level of existence!” 

Clearly, he was moved. 



Saint Exalt Waycloud was the first to nod his head and said, “Okay, my Seven-star Heavenly Sect joins! 

But I have a condition. We must see an upper Saint Sovereign Heaven!” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “That’s of course, I want to take revenge, not seek death!” 

Saint Exalt Skyfortune nodded and said, “Okay, we’re joining too!” 

The 12 Saint Exalts all joined without exception. 

Got to be joking! Someone who could refine true grade heavenly pills, there was presently only this one 

apart from the Pill Alliance! 

Pass this village and there would be no such shop anymore! 

Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses all had to face the Saint Sovereign Dao Tribulation. If their 

strength stopped improving, they might just kick the bucket any day. 

“Younger Brother Ye, can you count me in? I’m also someone who has a Saint Exalt true spirit 

presently!” Wu Fang suddenly said. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Of course! You gather the Precious Jade Heavenly Sacred Pill’s heavenly 

medicines. I can help you refine it and assist you to step into Saint Sovereign Heaven!” 

When Taoist Wu Fang heard that, he could not help being overjoyed. 

The heavenly medicines of the Precious Jade Heavenly Sacred Pill were very hard to collect. But he had 

hopes of stepping into Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

Saint Exalt Waycloud’s gaze suddenly turned sharp, and he said to all the Jade Sovereign Heavens, “You 

all, swear a Heavenly Dao Oath right now! No one is allowed to divulge today’s matter!” 

Even if the Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouses present had unhappiness in their hearts, they had no 

choice but to swear the Heavenly Dao Oath too. 

Finished doing all these, Ye Yuan brought everyone into the depths of the passageway. 

… … 

Treasure Depository Pavilion, the front door was already broken. 

But the terrifying undulation coming from inside made the expressions of all the Saint Exalts change. 

The restrictions in this Treasure Depository Pavilion were activated! 

Through the restriction, they could see that there were many treasures inside! 

“That’s a grandmist treasure! So many grandmist treasures!” 

“Heavenly pills too! So many heavenly pills!” 

“That’s … Voidsnap Immortal Condensation! Heavenly Sorrow Profound Spirit! Silver Frost Heavenly 

Leaf!?Hiss?… so many good treasures!” 

“Damn it! This restriction undulation isn’t the slightest bit weaker than that one earlier!” 



… … 

Able to see but unable to touch; these Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses were nearly going insane. 

But Ye Yuan smiled and said, “No worries. I’ll go in and take it!” 

Saint Exalt Purplesun’s gaze turned intent and he said, “Brother Ye, you mustn’t joke about this! Even if 

you’re very familiar with this place, this restriction isn’t what you can barge through!” 

The Voidsnap Immortal Condensation was in there! 

Back then, the things inside that Yan Jadetrue they all could not get, it was naturally because of the 

restriction too. 

Ye Yuan did not say anything either, taking a step out and stepping into the restrictions. 

Many powerhouses present all cried out in alarm. 

But they discovered that Ye Yuan was actually completely fine. 

Ye Yuan shuttled back and forth in the restriction, advancing little by little, and he actually did not 

trigger the restriction. 

All the powerhouses stared wide-eyed. 

“How did this guy do it? This restriction is at least grade six! Could it be that he also knows grade six 

restrictions?” Saint Exalt Waycloud was speechless. 

“Grade six restrictions don’t exist on the Rainclear Continent at all! How in the world did he, an 

ascender, do it?” Saint Exalt Purplesun also said in surprise. 

Concerning Ye Yuan obtaining the Labyrinth Divine Palace’s map somewhere and knowing about the 

restriction’s switch, this was still explainable. 

But, passing through a grade six restriction, this was too fantastical. 

One had to know, True Sovereign Heaven powerhouses had never appeared on the Rainclear Continent 

before, let alone talk about grade six restrictions. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2745: Hundred Herbs Illustrated Handbook 

Seeing the dazzling array of natural treasures in front of him, Ye Yuan’s eyes lit up. 

This time, it was really an abundant harvest. 

There were many finished heavenly pills in this Treasure Depository Pavilion. 

They were basically all grade five heavenly pills! 

Furthermore, there were even some true grade heavenly pills among them! 

It seemed like what Mi Tian said was not false. The weakest in the Labyrinth Divine Palace was also at 

the realm of Saint Sovereign Heaven! 
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However, he did not find grade six heavenly pills here. It seemed like this place did not even count as 

outer-sect. 

Apart from these, there were also many natural treasures and rare materials here, such as the Voidsnap 

Immortal Condensation. 

These natural treasures were not suitable for refining pills, but the effects were not weaker than 

heavenly pills. 

In addition, there were also several dozen grade one grandmist treasures! 

Grandmist treasures that were hard to come across in the outside world were basically cabbages here! 

Of course, Ye Yuan was not interested in grandmist treasures. 

But, with these heavenly pills, Ye Yuan had a crazy idea. 

Back then, the Pill Alliance brought several times the number of Martial Secure Heavenly Sect’s Jade 

Sovereign Heavens and destroyed the sect. 

Today, he could bring a bunch of Saint Sovereign Heavens to attack the Pill Alliance! 

If there were sufficient heavenly medicines, Ye Yuan could naturally create a Saint Sovereign Heaven 

army. 

But sadly, heavenly medicines were too hard to find. 

But these heavenly pills in front of him could create a large number of Saint Sovereign Heaven 

powerhouses! 

At that time, thinking of how several dozen Saint Sovereign Heavens descended upon the Pill Alliance, 

Ye Yuan really wanted to see what kind of expression Li Changsheng would have! 

Back then, the Sacred Destiny Pill that the five great kings and Meng Frostwind fought desperately to 

seize, there were several dozen bottles of it here! 

Furthermore, the quality of these Sacred Destiny Pills was extremely high. They were at least all at the 

level of eighth grade! 

Well-worthy of being the former number one great sect of the heavens, they were indeed immensely 

wealthy! 

These things did not even count as a single hair from nine oxen to the Labyrinth Divine Palace. But, to 

these people from outside, it was a massive fortune! 

Ye Yuan put away the treasures and appeared in front of everyone. Everyone’s breathing became 

ragged. 

There were too many good items inside! 

If not for being wary of Ye Yuan, they wished to kill and seize the treasures right now. 



Ye Yuan was not stingy either. After coming out, he immediately took out 12 grandmist treasures and 

threw them to those Saint Sovereign Heavens. 

“One article for each person! The rest, I still have to share with others and won’t be giving to you all,” Ye 

Yuan said coolly. 

Saint Exalt Waycloud held a grandmist treasure long sword and said gleefully, “With this sword, my 

strength will increase greatly! Right now, even if it’s facing off against a middle Saint Sovereign Heaven, I 

have the strength to fight too!” 

“Good stuff! Good stuff! Thank you, Younger Brother Ye! This time, without you, us old things would 

have to lose our lives here, let alone talk about getting such fine treasures!” Saint Exalt Purplesun 

stroked his grandmist treasure and said with reluctance to let go of it. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “There’s no hurry. You all take these heavenly pills! These heavenly pills are 

sufficient for you all to cultivate to middle Saint Sovereign Heaven!” 

Saint Exalt Waycloud said in disbelief, “Sovereign Extreme Qi Supplementing Pill! This … This is a grade 

five cultivation heavenly pill, a-are you really going to give it to us?” 

Ye Yuan said, “Our common goal is the Pill Alliance! The stronger you all are, the less fearful the Pill 

Alliance will be! Enough, take them!” 

Saint Exalt Waycloud’s expression was solemn and he said, “Younger Brother Ye, you repaid evil with 

good and are broadminded; this exalt admires! You rest assured, this exalt will definitely go all out to 

destroy the Pill Alliance!” 

The others also expressed their stands one after another. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “This isn’t just for me. It’s also for yourselves. I believe everyone! Alright, 

there’s still a Scripture Library in front, let’s go together and have a look.” 

As he said, Ye Yuan led the way and continued deeper in. 

Back then, when the Labyrinth Divine Palace’s mountain pass gates were breached, this outer-sect’s 

losses were relatively small instead. 

Actually, a lot of those corrupt corpses outside were the Labyrinth Divine Palace’s disciples. 

They were actually killed by the aftermath of the powerhouses’ battles. 

As for the things here, they were relatively well-preserved. 

Very soon, Ye Yuan found the scripture library under Mi Tian’s guidance. 

This was just the outer-sect’s Scripture Library. There were not a lot of profound stuff. But, to these 

people, it was sufficient. 

There were many cultivation methods in the Scripture Library. 

To these Jade Sovereign Heavens and Saint Sovereign Heavens, they naturally behaved like they 

obtained priceless treasures. 



Ye Yuan was not very interested in these. The things he was more interested in were the alchemy path 

and formation path records. 

“Eh,?Hundred Herbs Illustrated Handbook!” 

Ye Yuan discovered that this name was written on a jade slip and immediately became interested. 

“Kid, this thing is a good thing to you! Back then, the Labyrinth Divine Palace was extremely powerful. 

There are none of the natural treasures of all the heavens that they can’t obtain! Therefore, their 

powerful heavenly alchemists also listed an extremely detailed heavenly medicine catalog! It’s 

estimated that 80% of all the heavens’ heavenly medicines were recorded in it. Of course, apart from 

this Hundred Herbs Illustrated Handbook, they still have illustrations of other rare materials, so on and 

so forth. However, this is the most suitable for you!” 

Mi Tian talked about this as if enumerating his family’s valuables. 

The reason why he was so familiar with the Labyrinth Divine Palace was that he was on extremely close 

terms with one of the palace masters. 

At that time, Mi Tian was the Labyrinth Divine Palace’s frequent guest. 

It was just that sadly, that palace master fell later on. 

And his successor was also the Labyrinth Divine Palace’s last palace master. Although his strength was 

head and shoulders above all others, his ambition was also extremely inflated, resulting in leading to the 

results later on. 

When Ye Yuan heard, his eyes could not help lighting up. 

This Hundred Herbs Illustrated Handbook was simply too important to him! 

With it, Ye Yuan’s alchemy path would go even more smoothly! 

Sinking his divine sense in, one image after another, and words, were displayed in front of Ye Yuan. 

The records of those heavenly medicines were all extremely detailed. 

One had to know, every one of those heavenly alchemists in the Labyrinth Divine Palace had the ability 

to shock the heavens. 

Although Ye Yuan was extremely talented, the current him was still too weak compared to those people. 

The medicinal properties of these heavenly medicines, growth environment, so on and so forth, were all 

recorded one by one. 

“There’s actually such a thing! What Senior said is right. This is indeed too important to me!” Ye Yuan 

said happily. 

Briefly browsing through some of the heavenly medicines, Ye Yuan discovered that the descriptions on it 

were virtually identical to his own understanding! 

The depths of these heavenly alchemists’ skill could be seen! 



The medicinal properties of these heavenly medicines from grade one to grade four, Ye Yuan could be 

said to know them like the back of his hand! 

Ye Yuan examined his own conscience. On the Rainclear Continent, most likely apart from Li 

Changsheng, there was no one more formidable than him. 

But these heavenly alchemists were really formidable. 

“Huhu,?this old man knew that you needed this thing. That’s why I specifically guided you to come here. 

Apart from this, there’s also the Formation Dao Nine Thousand Scrolls over there. However, this place is 

just the outer-sect. It likely won’t be the entire book. In the future, when your strength is sufficient, you 

can enter the true Labyrinth Divine Palace. That place is where the real treasures are. However, when 

the Labyrinth Divine Palace’s mountain pass gates were smashed back then, it’s likely that the treasures 

inside have all been moved out by people. Whether or not you can find it will depend on your luck,” Mi 

Tian said with a smile. 

When Ye Yuan heard, he could not help being captivated. 

This Labyrinth Divine Palace was really full of treasures everywhere! 

The number one major sect across every heaven and myriad worlds was really not a boast! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2746: Peerless Heavens Chosen! 

“Younger Brother Ye, we really made a killing this time! These cultivation method secret books are 

enough to let us cultivate to True Sovereign Heaven!” Saint Exalt Waycloud grinned, almost laughing 

until his mouth was crooked. 

The grudges with Ye Yuan previously, he had also long flung it beyond the ninth heaven. 

He had entered many mystic realms in this lift before, but the harvest was also not as great as this time 

when added up! 

Cultivation methods, martial techniques, grandmist treasure, heavenly pills, it was simply unbelievably 

amazing. 

Reality proved that following Ye Yuan would have meat to eat, while opposing Ye Yuan would lead to 

the result of dying faster. 

“Younger Brother Ye, you really don’t want these cultivation method secret books?” Saint Exalt 

Purplesun still did not dare to believe it as he said. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “I don’t lack these; you all keep them for yourselves.” 

“Oh,?alright then. Thank you, Younger Brother Ye!” Saint Exalt Purplesun said with an excited look. 

Mi Tian said that the cultivation method secret books here were supreme scriptures to ordinary folks. 

But it did not hold a candle to the Wordless Heavenly Skill. 
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If it was where the Labyrinth Divine Palace’s true mountain pass gates were, those cultivation methods 

would be the real treasures. 

However, even if Ye Yuan obtained them, he had no need to cultivate either. 

The Wordless Heavenly Skill was also at the top level even if placed in the Labyrinth Divine Palace! 

Furthermore, the cultivation method that Ye Yuan cultivated was of the same lineage. There would be 

no benefits to change to other cultivation methods. 

As for martial techniques, Ye Yuan had always walked the path of pioneering. 

Unless it was some powerful auxiliary secret art, otherwise, Ye Yuan rarely practiced them. 

These books were divided up very quickly. 

Of course, if not for Ye Yuan presiding over the overall situation, this bunch of guys would have long 

started killing. 

“Younger Brother Ye, where are we going next? Continue advancing or going out?” Saint Exalt Waycloud 

asked. 

They were already following Ye Yuan’s lead now. 

At least in this Labyrinth Divine Palace, if Ye Yuan made them head east, they definitely would not dare 

to go west. 

Leaving Ye Yuan was too dangerous! 

Ye Yuan said, “I’m going to cultivate now. Are you all going together or going out first?” 

Saint Exalt Waycloud was taken aback and said, “Cultivating? In here?” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Walking past this corridor, there’s a venue for training disciples. Since we 

came, we naturally can’t waste it.” 

Cultivating here was naturally Mi Tian giving pointers. 

In the past few decades, Ye Yuan devoted himself to closed-seclusion cultivation, his realm and alchemy 

path strength advancing by leaps and bounds. But he fell behind in the aspect of rule comprehension. 

At present, Ye Yuan’s three great rules still remained at the third level. 

The eruption previously was also by relying on the sharpness of his weapon. 

“Disciple? Younger Brother Ye, what’s there to cultivate at the disciples training venue?” Saint Exalt 

Waycloud said disdainfully. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Saint Sovereign Heavenly Stratum is the threshold for the Labyrinth Divine 

Palace’s disciples. No matter how talented the Jade Sovereign Heaven, they aren’t qualified enough 

either.” 

The moment everyone heard, their eyeballs almost popped out. 



“What? Younger Brother Ye, this joke … is too much!” Saint Exalt Waycloud said with a look of disbelief. 

“Yeah, Saint Sovereign Heavens are rulers of a region no matter what. When they arrive at the Labyrinth 

Divine Palace, they are just gate-guarding disciples?” Saint Exalt Purplesun also said in disbelief. 

These Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses were aloof from worldly affairs in Rainclear Continent, their 

status being loftly. 

They naturally knew that there was a mountain beyond mountain, and that there was always someone 

better. There was still True Sovereign Heaven above Saint Sovereign Heaven. 

But even so, they also did not feel that they only had the fate of being a disciple. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Whether to believe it or not is up to you guys. Are you all going out now or 

going to cultivate together with me?” 

Saint Exalt Waycloud snorted coldly and said, “This exalt wants to see just how this Labyrinth Divine 

Palace trains disciples!” 

Saint Exalt Purplesun nodded and said, “This exalt wants to witness it too!” 

The other saint exalts also nodded one after another, clearly all very unconvinced. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Since that’s the case, come with me then.” 

Over time, many powerful dangers naturally bred within the palace. 

However, with Mi Tian’s guidance, Ye Yuan made use of the power of the restrictions and eradicated 

many dangers. 

The group of Saint Sovereign Heavens followed Ye Yuan in shock and anxiety, their expressions changing 

again and again. 

Passing through a gloomy and dark corridor, a row of massive training grounds appeared in front of 

everyone. 

Ye Yuan brought everyone to a training ground. After fumbling, he discovered that there were several 

grooves not far away from the door. 

Ye Yuan took out a bunch of heavenly crystals and fitted them into the grooves. 

Very soon, this training ground lit up like a machine being activated. 

When Ye Yuan saw the situation, he smiled and said, “Luckily, the training ground wasn’t wrecked.” 

Light lit up in the training ground. However, no overly soul-stirring scene appeared. 

Everything was as usual! 

But at this time, a light screen suddenly appeared on the wall of the training ground. 

Rows of names appeared on it. 

“Labyrinth Divine Palace outer-sect, number one Saint Sovereign Heaven in history, Jun Tianxiao!” 



“Labyrinth Divine Palace outer-sect, number two Saint Sovereign Heaven in history, Zuo Wentian!” 

… … 

“Labyrinth Divine Palace outer-sect, number one hundredth Saint Sovereign Heaven in history, Sun Qi!” 

100 names were displayed on this light screen. 

The names were not very soul-stirring, but the ‘in history’ two words appeared particularly eye-catching! 

Others did not know, but Ye Yuan knew how powerful the Labyrinth Divine Palace was when it was 

glorious. 

At its peak, it was known for having a million disciples! 

And Mi Tian said that the Labyrinth Divine Palace had been passed down for dozens of generations, for 

as long as a million years! 

This kind of behemoth, being able to rank in the top 100, what kind of heaven’s chosen were they! 

Not talking about these dozens of generations, just the last generation of disciples. 

Ranking in the top 100 among a million Saint Sovereign Heavens, that was a terrifying to the extreme 

character! 

“Heh,?kid, these hundred people won’t bully people. You only have Jade Sovereign Heaven strength. 

They will face-off against you with their strength when they were at Jade Sovereign Heaven! If you can 

take down these hundred people, then your talent can absolutely rank in the top 100 of the 33 

Heavens!” Mi Tian was somewhat gloating over others’ misfortune as he said. 

The meaning of his words was very clear. It was that he did not feel that Ye Yuan could beat these 

hundred people. 

In fact, he was not even a match for the hundredth place. 

“Senior, you’re … not optimistic about me at all!” Ye Yuan laughed in spite of himself. 

Mi Tian smiled and said, “Kid, don’t think that I’m looking down on you! My words are actually already 

flattering you a lot! Not everyone has the qualifications to challenge these hundred people! Those guys 

don’t even have the qualifications to challenge at all!” 

“You don’t know how many overwhelmingly talented people had once appeared in the Labyrinth Divine 

Palace’s generations of disciples before! Being able to rank in the top hundred, their combat power 

doesn’t just reign supreme in their era! In the long river of history, they can laugh proudly across all the 

heavens too!” 

“Among these people, as long as they didn’t fall, they basically all became Hegemon Realm super 

powerhouses later on! They roamed all the heavens unhindered, no one dared to provoke! Otherwise, 

how could the Labyrinth Divine Palace have the capital to want to unify all the heavens?” 

Ye Yuan knew that Mi Tian’s words were actually very objective. 

But Ye Yuan’s desire to excel was already stimulated by Mi Tian. 



Was he really inferior to these peerless heaven’s chosen? 

He, Ye Yuan, defied heaven step by step walking all the way, casting so many heaven’s chosen into the 

shade. 

Today, would he be bested by these former heaven’s chosen? 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2747: The Might of Heavens Chosen! 

“Outer-sect! Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses are merely just outer-sect disciples?” 

“Could it be that what Younger Brother Ye said is true? This Labyrinth Divine Palace is actually powerful 

to this extent?” 

“This so-called cultivation room is just fighting with these 100 people??Huhu,?what’s the use of such 

training?” 

… … 

Beyond the surprise, these Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses revealed disdainful looks very soon. 

In their view, the outer-sect’s top 100 was nothing more than this. 

On the Rainclear Continent, which of those capable of cultivating to Saint Sovereign Heaven Realm was 

not a peerless heaven’s chosen? 

They examined their own conscience and felt that even if they were inferior to this Labyrinth Divine 

Palace, they absolutely would not be much worse either. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “There are ten cultivation rooms here. Here is the number one cultivation 

room! The other nine are powerhouses from the top 1000 to 101st place in the history of the Labyrinth 

Divine Palace! Why not everyone try it out first?” 

Saint Exalt Waycloud was the first to step out of the ranks and said with a smile, “Younger Brother Ye, 

your alchemy path strength is indeed unparalleled under the heavens! But I think that this Labyrinth 

Divine Palace’s cultivation room is also nothing more than this. If we can’t even win these people, then 

we can forget about muddling along. How about this? I’ll test out the strength of this 100th place first!” 

Ye Yuan smiled slightly. He did an inviting gesture. 

Saint Exalt Waycloud assumed his responsibility too and went straight to the center of the cultivation 

room. 

While the others sized it up with curious faces, looking at just how strong this so-called history’s top 100 

was. 

The moment Saint Exalt Waycloud’s footsteps stopped, the entire cultivation room seemed to suddenly 

come to life. 

A figure stood with his hands behind his back and appeared in front of Saint Exalt Waycloud. 
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Saint Exalt Waycloud smiled confidently and said, “You’re the so-called hundredth place in history, Sun 

Qi? I think that it’s also merely so-so!” 

The other party’s cultivation realm was identical with Saint Exalt Waycloud’s. 

Sun Qi was merely an illusory figure. But, seeing Saint Exalt Waycloud, his brows furrowed and he said, 

“You’re too weak. This cultivation room isn’t suitable for you!” 

Saint Exalt Waycloud’s expression turned cold when he heard that and he said disdainfully, “Punk, stop 

pretending to be capable! If you have the ability, win against this exalt before talking!” 

Sun Qi shook his head slightly and he said, “The cultivation rooms don’t kill people. But, if you’re 

forcefully challenging the top 100, be prepared to get seriously injured!” 

Saint Exalt Waycloud gave a cold snort, his body immediately erupting with a powerful pressure. 

“Great Dipper Heaven Massacring Palm!” 

Saint Exalt Waycloud roared, a palm striking until the void trembled. 

The strength of a Saint Sovereign Heaven was displayed to the fullest expression of its beauty and form 

at this moment. 

Saint Exalt Waycloud not being able to win Big Yellow did not mean that he was weak. 

In reality, he could rank in the top five among lower Saint Sovereign Heavens! 

It was also precisely because of his deterrent force that the Seven-star Heavenly Sect could become True 

Yang Heavenly Domain’s number one heavenly sect. 

When Sun Qi saw the situation, he just shook his head slightly. 

With one hand behind his back, his right hand formed his fingers as a sword and he pointed a finger out 

casually. 

Pffft! 

In just an instant, Sun Qi’s finger tapped onto Saint Exalt Waycloud’s chest. 

Saint Exalt Waycloud spurted a mouthful of fresh blood wildly and flew out backward. 

This finger already made him sustain heavy injuries. 

“Too weak! With your measly strength, challenging the 1000th place isn’t enough either!” Sun Qi said 

and then disappeared. 

The expressions of each and every one of the powerhouses present changed abruptly. 

This Sun Qi was seriously too strong! 

That finger earlier was too ordinary and insignificant. There wasn’t the slightest undulation at all. 

Whatever Saint Sovereign Heaven pressure, whatever Great Dao power, none at all! 

That finger was just like the most ordinary finger. It was as if it was tapped by a mortal. 



But Saint Exalt Waycloud could not defend at all! 

Such an attack method simply subverted their understanding. 

“This is also too fake! How did he do it?” 

“Is this the strength of the top 100? It’s simply instantly killing in the same rank!” 

“This isn’t an ordinary instant kill! He doesn’t even have divine essence undulation!” 

… … 

The group of Saint Sovereign Heavens finally realized the unusual aspect of this cultivation room. 

Even Ye Yuan’s complexion turned slightly white too. 

That finger just now, if it was him, he could not stand up to it either. 

Although there wasn’t the slightest divine essence undulation, this finger of Sun Qi’s already glimpsed 

the origin of Great Dao. 

In front of him, Saint Exalt Waycloud’s attack was full of flaws from head to toe! 

Formless, winning moves! 

Saint Exalt Waycloud’s complexion was deathly pale, fresh blood spurting out of his mouth continuously. 

This blow inflicted heavy wounds on him. 

If the other party had the intention to kill, he would already be a corpse now. 

The opponent was too strong! 

At this time, Big Yellow suddenly spoke up, “Let me test it out!” 

Ye Yuan did not stop him and said with a nod, “Who do you want to challenge?” 

Big Yellow said, “The top 100 is too strong, I won’t be a match even if I cultivate another ten thousand 

years! Let me try challenging the 1000th place first!” 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly and brought everyone to the tenth cultivation room. Inserting heavenly crystals, 

it lit the cultivation room up once again. 

A hundred names appeared on the light screen once more. 

The 1000th place, Wang Xiyun, was a woman. 

Big Yellow chose Wang Xiyun’s name and stepped into the training ground. 

With Big Yellow challenging someone, each and every one of the powerhouses present was waiting to 

see the battle. 

Big Yellow’s strength was obvious to all. 



Even if he faced off against a middle Saint Sovereign Heaven, he was not without the power to fight 

either. 

At Saint Sovereign Heaven this realm, he was already unbelievably strong to be able to jump realms and 

battle. 

The projection of a beautiful woman appeared in front of everyone, looking harmless to man and beast. 

She glanced at Big Yellow and said with a frown, “True spirit?” 

Big Yellow was not long-winded either and said, “Please give guidance!” 

Wang Xiyun nodded slightly, Big Yellow’s body started contorting. 

The moment he made his move, it was the strongest Coquettish Profligate Hoof. 

This posture made everyone want to burst out laughing, but they could not laugh. 

Because they knew that this hoof was really very powerful! 

The reason why Big Yellow overpowered the Saint Sovereign Heavens present was by relying on this 

hoof. 

Wang Xiyun’s face had no changes in expression, as if indifferent to this hoof. 

It was only to see her exquisite palm strike lightly. A powerful surge of rule power spewed out. 

Bang! 

Wang Xiyun did not move an inch and Big Yellow’s body flew out backward. 

Just one palm and Big Yellow was already injured! 

Big Yellow was thick and solid. He was indifferent after receiving this palm and kicked a hoof out again, 

clashing against Wang Xiyun. 

Same as Sun Qi, Wang Xiyun did not erupt with too much power. 

Everything was calm and collected. 

But, each time Big Yellow clashed with Wang Xiyun’s palm, he would spit out a mouthful of fresh blood. 

The powerhouses present watched until their faces looked deathly pale. 

Big Yellow was an existence capable of jumping realms and fighting. But, in front of the 1000th place, he 

was unbelievably weak! 

Furthermore, they could tell that Wang Xiyun was accommodating and tempering Big Yellow. Otherwise, 

Big Yellow would have been defeated long ago. 

Bang! 

Wang Xiyun saw a gap and pressed a palm on Big Yellow’s chest. 

Big Yellow spurted a mouthful of fresh blood wildly and flew out backward. 



This time, he no longer had the power to fight. 

However, Big Yellow’s eyes became brighter. 

Clearly, this battle had benefited him! 

But the others were shocked. 

“How can this Labyrinth Divine Palace be so strong? The 1000th place disciple, even Saint Exalt Big 

Yellow isn’t a match!” 

“Looks like that Sun Qi previously probably didn’t use much strength at all to face-off with Saint Exalt 

Waycloud!” 

“I somewhat believe Brother Ye’s words now!” 

… … 

The two battles made these Saint Sovereign Heavens realize that they were really too weak! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2748: First Taste of Defeat! 

Many people were unconvinced and also tested their abilities. 

But, without exception, it was virtually the conclusion of being one-shotted. 

Only Big Yellow lasted more than ten moves. 

For a moment, the confidence of the group of Jade Sovereign Heavens and Saint Sovereign Heavens 

were beaten down to the extreme. 

“Younger Brother Ye, you come and try?” Saint Exalt Waycloud gave a look and said. 

Ye Yuan was the one who proposed to cultivate. In the end, in this current situation, there was no way 

to cultivate at all! 

They wanted to see how Ye Yuan would cultivate. 

In reality, they did not harbor much hope for Ye Yuan’s combat power. 

Ye Yuan killing an upper Jade Sovereign Heaven with one sword, it relied more on the advantage of his 

weapon. 

How powerful could a grade four heavenly alchemist be? 

Ye Yuan just smiled and returned to the first cultivation room. 

He was not long-winded either, directly choosing the 100th place Sun Qi. 

When everyone saw the situation, they could not help exchanging glances. 

This guy was also too confident, right? 
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Sun Qi’s illusion appeared again. He looked at Ye Yuan and could not help frowning slightly as he said, 

“Jade Sovereign Heaven? Really weak!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Weak or not, you’ll only know after fighting.” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan pointed his finger, 16 transformed flying swords emerged with a howl. 

Sun Qi’s eyes lit up and he said with a light smile, “A little interesting!” 

While speaking, Sun Qi also pointed at the void. A long sword was condensed out of thin air. 

Sun Qi was at the level of achieving Great Dao Transformation too! 

“Great Dao Transformation! Fine lad! No wonder Younger Brother Ye is brimming with confidence! I 

didn’t expect that he’s actually a transformation powerhouse! Furthermore, he has already 

metamorphosed to the third form!” 

“Alchemy Dao is so monstrous; I didn’t expect that his Martial Dao is so terrifying too!” 

“Looks like he wants to sharpen himself and improve his Great Dao Transformation to the fourth form!” 

“I’m afraid that it’s not that easy! Three laws transformation, wanting to improve it is far too difficult!” 

When everyone heard that, they all nodded their heads. 

In reality, the majority of the Saint Sovereign Heavens present were amazingly talented individuals. 

Otherwise, they would not have been able to break through to Saint Sovereign Heaven either. 

There were many among them who had once grasped Great Dao Transformation. 

But, the further back Great Dao Transformation was, the more difficult the metamorphosis would be. 

The comprehension difficulty of rule power was an inverted pyramid. 

The further up, the difficulty would increase exponentially. 

Reaching True Sovereign Heaven, wanting to comprehend an equivalent level of rank six rule power was 

simply harder than ascending to heaven. 

Compared to the increase in cultivation realm, the comprehension of rule power was undoubtedly more 

difficult. 

The increase in realm could be assisted with heavenly pills, and there was also the augmentation of 

cultivation method. 

A good cultivation method could yield twice the results with half the effort in cultivation. 

But the power of rules depended completely on a martial artist to comprehend little by little and 

accumulate bit by bit. Another way was for it to be comprehended in the middle of battle. 

Comprehending the power of rule was difficult to begin with. 

And comprehending the power of rule to reach the extent of obtaining Heavenly Dao’s recognition, was 

even more doubly difficult. 



Especially when it reached the fifth level, the comprehension of rules was even difficult to the extreme. 

Therefore, these people simply gave up. 

Rather than using a low-level form of Great Dao Transformation, it was more powerful to use cultivation 

realm and act in concert with the power of rules. 

From Sublime Realm to Sovereign Realm, it was a huge leap to begin with. 

One law transformation was already extremely difficult, let alone three laws transformation. 

Therefore, Ye Yuan’s approach was completely wasting time in the eyes of these people. 

In a blink, Ye Yuan already exchanged several dozen moves with Sun Qi. 

This kind of combat power also left everyone in great shock. 

However, after several dozen moves, Ye Yuan’s signs of defeat also gradually became visible. 

Sun Qi was well-deserving of being in the top 100 in the history of the Labyrinth Divine Palace. His 

combat power was formidable to the extreme. 

Furthermore, there were four light halos on the hilt of his sword, which also showed that he was at the 

fourth form! 

Ye Yuan also felt the pressure, his opponent’s strength was really too strong. 

Sun Qi was just a one law transformation, but he specialized in one path and walked very far in Sword 

Dao. 

His combat power overwhelmed Ye Yuan until he could not catch his breath. 

Pffft! 

After a hundred moves, Sun Qi finally found a tiny opportunity in Ye Yuan’s sword formation and pierced 

through Ye Yuan’s chest with a sword. 

Ye Yuan was defeated! 

Sun Qi’s figure did not dissipate immediately, but he said to Ye Yuan, “You’re very strong! After your 

Great Dao Transformation breaks through to the fourth form, I won’t be your match! However, I wasn’t 

outstanding when at Jade Sovereign Heaven. I truly became powerful after becoming the Labyrinth 

Divine Palace’s disciple! However, I’m very much looking forward to fighting with you again after you 

break through to Saint Sovereign Heaven!” 

Everyone was stunned. It turned out that what Ye Yuan said was true! 

The lowest threshold for entering the Labyrinth Divine Palace was Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

This kind of powerful sect, which of the disciples that could enter it was not an amazingly talented 

person? 

Ye Yuan was actually able to fight to this extent with a top 100 powerhouse! 



This also proved indirectly that Ye Yuan’s strength was powerful! 

Which was also to say that if they encountered Ye Yuan in the same rank, they could only be thrashed! 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned slightly dark and he said with a nod, “After I break through to Saint Sovereign 

Heaven, I’ll definitely come here again!” 

Coming all the way, Ye Yuan crushed his peers and jumped realms to challenge. 

This was still his first time being defeated at the hands of a martial artist at the same rank. 

Ye Yuan had a level-headed disposition and it was naturally not that he could not accept this result. 

But this defeat also stoked his competitive spirit again! 

This match earlier, he had been in a situation of passively taking a beating all along, starting from the 

first move. 

Being able to last a hundred moves, it was completely by relying on his keen fighting instincts. 

If it were others, even if they comprehended three laws transformation, it was likely hard to last 30 

moves too! 

The opponent was powerful until it was suffocating! 

This cultivation room could record down the strongest form of disciples and project them. 

Killing their way into the top hundred in history, each of these people was powerful to the extreme. 

Because this cultivation room only recorded the top 1000! 

Future generation disciples would continuously refresh and eliminate their seniors, leaving their figures 

in here. 

Those able to get left behind were all experts among experts, geniuses among geniuses! 

In reality, Ye Yuan being able to last until now with three laws transformation was already a miracle. 

But what he wanted was not this! 

So what if Labyrinth Divine Palace? 

So what if being among the top hundred in history? 

He, Ye Yuan, would never admit defeat! 

Not as good as you, then I’ll cultivate until I defeat everybody! 

Sun Qi nodded slightly and said, “Are you still coming?” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head. Swallowing a heavenly pill, his injuries recovered rapidly. 

He did not hesitate either, leaping and entering the training ground again. 



“Younger Brother Ye’s fighting instinct is terrifyingly strong! Even if cultivation and rules are the exact 

same as his, wanting to win him is immensely difficult too!” Saint Exalt Purplesun said with a solemn 

expression. 

It was not that he had not seen geniuses before. 

But he had really not met a genius like Ye Yuan before. 

Those present were not rookies, but old fellows who had lived to a ripe old age. 

When Ye Yuan was at 30 moves, signs of defeat were already revealed. But he forcefully lasted a 

hundred moves! 

Not everyone could achieve this sort of thing. 

Waycloud nodded and said, “This guy is simply born for battle! When Sun Qi was at the 43rd move, I 

thought that Ye Yuan would definitely lose.. Who knew that he actually utilized spatial rule to dodge it! 

This kind of application is simply brilliant to the max! If it’s off by a tiny bit, it won’t work no matter 

what! This guy’s potential is too great!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2749: Win One by One! 

“This is already the 223rd match! Doesn’t this guy know fatigue?” Saint Exalt Purplesun’s face showed 

some admiration. 

Starting from the first match, Ye Yuan and Sun Qi had already fought 223rd matches in a month’s time! 

During this, apart from regulating his breathing and recovering his strength, Ye Yuan did not rest for a 

moment. 

This kind of high intensity battles, even if they were Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses, they were 

unable to bear it too. 

Fighting like this, regardless of whether it was mentally or physically, it would be in an extremely tense 

state. 

Under this kind of extreme state, ordinary people would go crazy after continuing it for a long time. 

Even if it was a cultivation maniac, they would not be able to accomplish this too. 

It could be seen from this how powerful Ye Yuan’s willpower was! 

Saint Exalt Skyfortune let out a sigh and said, “This guy’s talent is too strong! In one month, he didn’t win 

a single match, but the improvement in strength is too obvious! Now, he can already fight with Sun Qi 

for more than a thousand moves!” 

Saint Exalt Waycloud said, “Not only that, his transformed swords already reached 33, the power 

skyrocketing! The third form already reached the realm of major accomplishment and is already not far 

from grand completion anymore!” 

The group of powerhouses witnessed Ye Yuan’s growth in this one month with their own eyes. 
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It could only be described using four words: struck dumb with amazement! 

This guy’s improvement was too fast! 

In virtually every battle, Ye Yuan would have growth! 

From the initial 100 moves to 150 moves, 300 moves, all the way until now, more than 1000 moves, Ye 

Yuan had practically fought to a draw with Sun Qi! 

This kind of improvement speed was something that they did not even dare to imagine. 

They all scoffed when Ye Yuan came to cultivate initially. 

But now, no one spoke. 

Being able to cultivate to Saint Sovereign Heaven, these big shots examined their own conscience and 

felt that their talent was not worse than anyone else. 

But now, facing Ye Yuan, they were only left with shame because of their inadequacy. 

Both sides were people from completely different worlds! 

At this time, Ye Yuan was currently in the midst of fierce fighting with Sun Qi. 

Today, a month later, he was practically no longer in a disadvantageous position when fighting with Sun 

Qi. 

And this was still under the circumstances that Ye Yuan had not broken through to the fourth form! 

Battle was never about purely competing with one’s cultivation realm. 

Ye Yuan’s application of sword formations already reached the extent where it was mastered to 

perfection. 

His comprehension of the three great rules grew deeper with each passing day. 

Three laws transformation, want to maintain the greatest power, that required the coordination of 

three great rules. 

If one had a shortcoming or there was one that was too strong, it would break the balance of 

transformation, causing the power to be lacking. 

In this one month, Ye Yuan really gleaned significant benefits from fighting with the other party. 

Sun Qi’s strength was absolutely formidable to the extreme. 

One should not look at how he was only ranked 100th. Among the young geniuses that spanned all the 

heavens, that was at the level of looking down proudly at the world! 

Under such overwhelming pressure, Ye Yuan’s potential was also being squeezed out. 

Ye Yuan had once comprehended the sword on the seven great sea regions’ nameless island. 

After that, Ye Yuan’s Sword Dao had been staying on top of the other two Daos. 



But, after this month of tempering, Ye Yuan’s three great rules had already advanced together and fused 

into one again! 

These three great rules were not some cabbages. 

Especially spatial rule, the power was not the slightest bit weaker compared to some three laws or five 

laws too! 

These three great rules coordinating and unifying let Ye Yuan’s combat power soar crazily. 

“Chop!” 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan howled, 33 transformed swords suddenly condensing into one, bursting forth with a 

dazzling light. 

Chopping down with a sword, Sun Qi was sent flying out together with his sword. 

The powerhouses present stared dumbfounded with their mouths agape once more. 

“This … he won?” 

“One month, defeating a heaven’s chosen! This guy is really impressive!” 

“Us old fellows should really find a piece of tofu to commit suicide with! No way, Your Father is going to 

cultivate too!” 

“Someone a hundred times more talented than you, who is also a hundred times more diligent than 

you, what qualifications do you have to be lazy? Your Father is going to cultivate too!” 

… … 

Ye Yuan defeating Sun Qi with one sword deeply triggered the powerhouses present. 

Not because Ye Yuan’s talent was great, but it was because of Ye Yuan’s diligence! 

Strong talent, that was Heaven showing favor, it could not be changed. 

But some things could be changed! 

Ye Yuan’s diligence made these old fellows perspire from embarrassment. 

Sun Qi was just a projection. His defeat did not result in any damage. 

Very soon, he recovered back to new and looked at Ye Yuan and said, “I lost! You’re more outstanding 

than me in the realm of Jade Sovereign Heaven!” 

After one month of tempering, he finally won against Sun Qi. This also made him very happy. 

“When I reach Saint Sovereign Heaven, I’ll similarly be more outstanding than you!” Ye Yuan said 

confidently. 

Sun Qi shook his head lightly and said, “When I entered the sect, I couldn’t even rank into the top 100 

thousand people in the sect! But, a hundred years later, I crushed my peers and squeezed into the top 



ten! The Jade Sovereign Heaven me and Saint Sovereign Heaven me, they completely can’t be 

mentioned in the same breath.” 

These words shocked the powerhouses present again! 

100 thousandth place! 

Great Dao Transformation fourth form could only rank 100 thousandth place in the Labyrinth Divine 

Palace? 

This … was simply nuts! 

However, this Sun Qi was a model of inspiration too. 

Ever since entering the Labyrinth Divine Palace, he actually leaped over the metaphorical dragon gate 

and soared to the sky in one leap, killing his way into the top ten after 100 years! 

This top ten referred to the contemporary era’s top ten. 

But the young powerhouses recorded in this cultivation room were the Labyrinth Divine Palace’s 

powerhouses through the ages. 

For countless years, the Labyrinth Divine Palace produced countless amazingly talented people. For Sun 

Qi to be able to squeeze into the top ten, it was sufficient to show what kind of level he grew to in the 

future! 

Ye Yuan’s brows also furrowed when he heard it. 

This was really quite demoralizing! 

However, he also yearned for Saint Sovereign Heaven even more. 

After reaching the realm of the Saint Sovereign Heaven, he must make a trip here! 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “To me, it’s all the same! You aren’t my goal!” 

Sun Qi just smiled and said, “You have to be careful when challenging those guys in front! Some of them 

are true geniuses, crushing all the way from Jade Sovereign Heaven Realm! I’ve fought countless 

matches in the cultivation room and challenged them countless times, but I failed to succeed too! They 

are strong until it makes people despair!” 

Ye Yuan’s mouth curled and he said, “Rest assured, I’ll win one by one!” 

“I hope so!” After Sun Qi finished talking, his figure disappeared. 

When the others heard, they were even more speechless. 

Especially those Jade Sovereign Heavens, they were already demoralized until they were battered black 

and blue all over. 

Against 100 thousand Saint Sovereign Heavens, what kind of terrifying scene was that? 

Among 100 thousand Saint Sovereign Heavens, killing until the top 100, how horrifying was that?! 



No, this top 100 was not just the 100th place among 100 thousand Saint Sovereign Heavens, but the 

100th place among countless Saint Sovereign Heavens! 

“Sigh,?we’re really frogs at the bottom of a well! The Rainclear Continent is too small!” 

“No wonder! No wonder after those true geniuses attained Dao, they all wanted to take the sea route 

and attempt to reach the other?side1!” 

Big Yellow looked at Ye Yuan’s back view and left silently, walking towards the tenth cultivation room. 

If it was before, he only willingly followed Ye Yuan because he could refine pills. 

However, now, he was really impressed! 

Ye Yuan was completely not what a tiny little Rainclear Continent could trap! 

His stage was on the other side of the sea! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2750: Insurmountable Opponent! 

“No way, can’t hold on anymore! This kind of cultivation, I can’t see any hope at all!” 

“Too strong! Strong until it makes people despair!! 

“Could it be that Brother Ye is a wooden head? After a series of failures, he can actually endure!” 

… … 

In the number ten cultivation room, wailing sounds were continuous. 

The opponent was too strong, they despaired greatly. 

Ye Yuan’s improvement stimulated these people, they came to the number one cultivation room to 

cultivate one after another. 

The cultivation room was very big, enough to accommodate hundreds of people! 

The opponent that they chose was all the 1000th place Wang Xiyun. 

But, even if it was the 1000th place, they ended up being thrashed brutally too. 

Being abused time and again, this was not a good experience. 

They discovered to their dismay that no matter how hard they worked, it was impossible to surpass 

Wang Xiyun. 

Even if Wang Xiyun was in the state of Jade Sovereign Heaven. 

However, at the thought of how Ye Yuan could actually fight over 200 matches in a row, they could not 

help but admire Ye Yuan even more. 

Cultivation required confidence too. 
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Consecutive losses after fighting and going on a constant losing streak, this kind of high intensity 

cultivation was not what everyone could persevere with. 

However, there was a figure that remained persistant in the grand array. 

Saint Exalt Big Yellow! 

At this time, Big Yellow returned to his original form. Teetering on his feet under Wang Xiyun’s heavy 

pressure, he looked like he was about to lose. 

They had already fought close to a hundred matches, Big Yellow lost all of them without exception! 

“Big stupid bull, you’re a little stronger than those guys, but you’re still too dumb! This kind of 

cultivation doesn’t hold much significance to you. Better to give up,” Wang Xiyun dealt Big Yellow a palm 

casually and said with enough strength left to spare. 

Big Yellow gritted his teeth and said, “I know that I’m stupid, but I can’t give up! Giving up here, I’ll never 

be able to keep up with Master Ye’s footsteps anymore!” 

Wang Xiyun said in surprise, “Is this Master Ye that you speak of very formidable?” 

Big Yellow said, “Of course he’s very formidable! He’s even more formidable than you!” 

Wang Xiyun snorted coldly and smacked Big Yellow flying with a palm and said, “You people, each is 

weaker than the other, how strong can he be?” 

Big Yellow did not care and crawled to his feet and said, “Half a month ago, he already won the 100th 

place Sun Qi! Do you think he’s strong or not?” 

A hint of surprise flashed across Wang Xiyun’s beautiful eyes and she said, “He actually defeated Sun 

Qi!” 

Big Yellow nodded and said, “That was still the battle result of half a month ago! Now, he must have 

walked even further!” 

Wang XIyun said disdainfully, “The top 100 powerhouses, each is more monstrous than the last. Do you 

really think that it’s so easy to win?” 

Big Yellow did not explain either, continuing to practice. 

… … 

Over here, many people could not take this kind of high intensity cultivation and returned to the 

number one cultivation room again to watch Ye Yuan cultivate. 

The moment they came, they could not help jumping in fright. 

“This … This is Qiu Chen who is 89th place?” 

“So fast! It’s only been a short half a month. Younger Brother Ye directly challenged ten people 

already?” 



“Impossible! He must have directly skipped the ten people in front! You all look, it’s just a few moves 

and he already can’t hold on anymore! The two people’s gap is too big!” 

… … 

At this time, the opponent that Ye Yuan was fighting was Qiu Chen who was ranked 89th. 

The cultivation room did not limit the opponents to challenge. Cultivators could challenge anyone at any 

time. 

Of course, if the opponent that you chose was too strong, it was basically the outcome of being one-

shotted. There would be no cultivation effect at all, wasting heavenly crystals in vain. 

This cultivation room consumed a lot of heavenly crystals. Ye Yuan was not immensely wealthy and 

could not afford such consumption either. 

Bang! 

In the sword formation, Qiu Chen struck a palm out, directly shattering Ye Yuan’s sword formation. 

Ye Yuan spurted a mouthful of fresh blood wildly, flying out backward. 

Merely ten moves from start to end! 

This Qiu Chen’s strength was much stronger than Sun Qi’s. 

Qiu Chen was the strongest opponent that Ye Yuan encountered in this half a month. 

In Jade Sovereign Heaven Realm, his strength was powerful until it made people despair! 

This guy was strong all the way from Jade Sovereign Heaven to Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

In reality, these heaven’s chosen were already extremely powerful before Saint Sovereign Heaven. 

But, after entering the Labyrinth Divine Palace, these people became even more monstrous. 

The Labyrinth Divine Palace’s reputation as the number one great sect was no joke. 

But this Qiu Chen was clearly already freakishly powerful at Jade Sovereign Heaven. 

Compared to the rest, his improvement in Saint Sovereign Heaven was not that great. 

“You are too weak!” Qiu Chen appeared very haughty and cold as he said coolly. 

Ye Yuan gave him a glance and did not speak. 

This cultivation room could even project the personalities of these geniuses back then. 

There was naturally no need to get angry with an illusion. 

What he wanted to do was beat the opponent. 

This Qiu Chen was indeed amazingly talented. Being at the Middle Jade Sovereign Heaven Realm, he was 

actually five laws transformation! 



Furthermore, he already cultivated to the realm of grand completion fourth form! 

Ye Yuan reckoned that Qiu Chen’s ranking in Jade Sovereign Heaven might be even stronger than the 

50th place! 

However, he did not plan on changing opponents. 

Ye Yuan had his own pride too! 

“Younger Brother Ye, it isn’t very effective for you to challenge by skipping like this. It’s better to do it 

routinely.” By the side, the Saint Exalt Skyfortune who was finished being abused urged. 

Ye Yuan was taken aback and knew that the other party was mistaken and said with a smile, “There’s no 

harm.” 

Finished saying, he meditated to regulate his breathing for a moment and entered battle again. 

With 13 moves, defeated again! 

Fighting again, 12 moves, defeated again! 

Round after round, it was as if Ye Yuan did not know exhaustion, continuing to fight like a moth flying 

into the fire. 

When Saint Exalt Skyfortune saw the situation, he shook his head slightly and said, “This opponent is too 

strong. There’s no meaning in Younger Brother Ye persisting like this!” 

By the side, Saint Exalt Purplesun smiled and said, “Younger Brother Ye is peerlessly talented and 

arrogant at heart and haughty in manner. He can’t accept this fact. But, this opponent, he really chose 

wrongly!” 

Saint Exalt Skyfortune nodded and said, “Five laws transformation, grand completion fourth form. This 

kind of attainment is virtually invincible in Jade Sovereign Heaven! Cultivating to grand completion Jade 

Sovereign Heaven, it’s likely that he won’t be in a disadvantageous position in the slightest when facing 

off with us! This kind of genius is too difficult to surpass!” 

Saint Sovereign Heaven versus Jade Sovereign Heaven, that was absolutely overpowering! 

Even if one reached half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven, they were also not a foe that could last one 

exchange with a Saint Sovereign Heaven. 

This was the difference in level, it was not what a bit of rule power could change. 

But, even they all, these Saint Sovereign Heavens, acknowledged Qiu Chen’s strength. It could be seen 

how strong he was! 

“Actually, even if he loses to the opponent, it’s not some shameful thing either. Younger Brother Ye he is 

already strong enough!” Saint Exalt Purplesun said. 

“Yeah, the Labyrinth Divine Palace’s disparity is seriously too powerful! I can’t even last three moves 

with the 1000th place, Wang Xiyun! This kind of disparity, it can only make people give rise to despair in 

their hearts. It’s not even what one can call as cultivation or training at all! 



These people had already accepted reality. 

The Labyrinth Divine Palace’s disciples were too strong! 

They were from completely different worlds from these Labyrinth Divine Palace disciples. 

Ye Yuan really encountered a formidable foe this time. 

In the Land of Exile, he had once encountered the five laws Han Yi. 

But this Qiu Chen was much stronger than Han Yi. 

A Lesser Sublime Heavenly Stratum’s five laws and a Jade Sovereign Heavenly Stratum’s five laws were 

totally different concepts. 

Because he was defeated too quickly, the matches were carried out quickly too. 

Over 30 matches, the longest that Ye Yuan lasted was merely 20 moves. 

His transformed swords were frail until they could not withstand a single hit in front of Qiu Chen. 

“I advise that you don’t need to struggle anymore. I’m an opponent that you won’t be able to 

surmount.. Apart from obliterating your willpower, there’s no cultivation effect for you like this at all,” 

Qiu Chen stood with his hands behind his back as he said haughtily. 


